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ABSTRACT - With the advancement in innovative 

engineering materials, polymers are the one who gave 

gain much importance. In the present work, three such 

polymers namely, Polyether ether ketone (PEEK), 

Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) have been selected and 

micro-indentation has been carried out to determine 

some of their mechanical properties. The fatigue 

properties of the material can be analyzed by 

progressive loading multi cycles (PLMC) and constant 

load multi cycles (CLMC). 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of polymers in the mechanical systems has 

increased significantly. It has been observed that the 

strength of the interfaces is influenced by small scale 

mechanical properties. As such, the characterization of 

these surface mechanical properties is of prime 

importance. In view of this, the micro-indentations are 

one of the essential parameter which can be used to 

characterize the material properties such as Young’s 

modulus, creep behaviour, hardness and fatigue 

properties. The technique also results in minimum 

material distortion. The technique became popular with 

the determination of material properties with the help of 

a load-displacement data during the 90s. [1]. Nano-

indentation results were discussed later in some details 

for polymer surfaces [2–3]. Further developments in this 

direction were collectively reported in [4].  

The present work is focused on the micro-

indentation testing on a polymer substrate using a new 

methodology.  This work proposes a methodology to 

carry out micro-indentation testing of polymer 

substrates. The tests were carried out for three 

commonly used engineering polymers: Polyether ether 

ketone (PEEK), Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 

and Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The experiments 

have been performed with different loading conditions 

and the obtained results have been compared with the 

conventional material properties.  

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The experiments were carried out on an 

instrumented indentation tester (CSM Instruments, 

Switzerland). The materials employed for the test are 

PEEK; PMMA; and PTFE. Rectangular blocks of 

polymer samples were machined out of a rod of 10 mm 

diameter. Test surfaces were then successively lapped 

using emery papers of grades 100, 600, and 800, 

respectively. This was done to sufficiently eliminate the 

roughness interferences of polymer surfaces on indenter 

size. The Vickers indenter having characteristic 

dimension of 50 μm has been used for all testing. Tests 

comprise of two different loading scenarios: (a) 

continuous loading multi-cycle loading (CLMC); and  

(b) Progressive loading multi-cycle loading (PLMC).  

Some detailed ideas on these testing were earlier applied 

on ceramic materials [5]. Three maximum loads of 0.5 

N, 2 N and 10 N were chosen, where minimum load 

was taken to be 5% of maximum in both cases. In 

CLMC, the tests were run for 10 cycles; and in PLMC, 

the maximum load was reached in 5 cycles. Each test 

has been performed for three times. Both average values 

and standard deviation of the properties (Young’s 

modulus, E, hardness, H, and etc.) were shown where 

ever necessary. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Young’s modulus, E, as obtained using the 

instrumented indentation method has been shown for all 

three polymers and both loading types in Figure 1. The 

method used to calculate E values was explained in 

detail in [1]. This further helps in relying on the 

techniques adopted in this work. In case of PLMC, large 

scatters in first cycle, and the variation in values from 

first to second cycle has been observed which is 

possibly due to higher strain rate involved in initial 

cycles; since the load rate for these tests were taken as 

double of the maximum load per minute. This means, it 

takes only 1.5 second to reach the maximum load of 

first loading cycle which in turn induced very high 

strain rate to cause some instability in material’s 

response.  

For all, the results appeared nearly with the values 

reported as per conventional material testing process 

Figure 1(a). More investigation is in process to find the 

reason fatigue properties in the behaviors of PEEK, 

PMMA and PTFE. Moreover, the Young’s modulus of 

all materials has shown a continuously declining trend 

with increasing load at each cycle. This indicates that 

dependency of E values on depth is significant. The 

observation is important in view of designing polymer 

components for tribo-systems. 

Hardness, H, values for all cases were reported in     

Figure 2. A slight reduction in hardness for CLMC 

loading has been noticed (Figure 2). The reason is 

increase in area of plastic deformation after each cycle 

which may be due to some deformation through fatigue. 

Thereby, indentation fatigue behaviour may be 

understood with such behaviour which is subjected to 

further analysis in the direction. Explanation on large 

variations in first and second cycles of PLMC loading is 
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as discussed earlier. Additionally, the E/H ratio has been 

examined (not shown here). Small increment in the 

parameter after each cycle of CLMC loading for the 

tested polymers were noticed; whereas the ratio showed 

a declining trend for all materials under PLMC loading. 

This ratio is a qualitative indication of material’s 

resistance to plastic deformation [6]. Increases in this 

ratio suggest more chances of plastic deformation of the 

contacting components. Thereby, the ratio may be 

considered as a useful design parameter while deciding 

material pairs for tribo-systems. 

 

 
 (a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 1 Young’s modulus of PEEK, PMMA, and PTFE 

by (a) CLMC and (b) PLMC. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

An experimental approach has been demonstrated 

in this work to analyze micro-indentation data primarily 

intending for polymeric materials. The methodology 

adopted multi-cycle loading scenario to estimate 

stabilized material properties such as Young’s modulus 

and hardness as feasible from instrumented indentation 

testing. The results for all materials match well with 

reported data. It has been reported that the hardness of 

the materials is going to decrease with multiple cycle 

that is not clearly visible in present figures. The 

discussion on E/H ratio has been added to find some 

direction in design process of polymer components in 

tribo-systems. However, further analyses along with 

extensive testing on more polymeric materials are 

highly required towards making the approach more 

reliable which is part of the follow-up researches. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 2 Hardness of PEEK, PMMA, and PTFE by (a) 

CLMC and (b) PMLC. 
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